
by Michel Jolin

Who could ansWer this 

question right noW? 

Better not dWell on this 

too long Because it could 

Be discouraging. let’s Be 

positive and let’s Work as if 

negotiating is a possiBility.
At the seminar held last year under the theme The 
Union Movement : Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, 
the group studied how we can change things, and one 
of the issues that we apprehended was the next round 
of negotiations. We reminisced on the past, the famous 
1972 Common Front, and we said: Why not?

What is preventing unions to work together for a same 
cause? We came back from Gatineau, where the mee-
ting took place, with a non-raiding protocol between 
CSN and FTQ in hand, and some even dreamt of an 
agreement bringing together all union confederations. 
The objective being not to tear ourselves apart, and 
to be together to face the government.

I agree, we did not have the opportunity to validate 
what was said with our members. Michel Poirier, CUPE 
Director for Québec, met with us and explained how 
he sees the situation. Right, wrong, we each have our 
own opinion, but deep down we all know that such 
a protocol could help us during the next negotiation.

Will it be enough to convince the employer–now a 
majority government–to remove their blinkers so 
they can see the anguish in the eyes of the health and 
social services network personnel? Not sure !!!! But 
we will find out soon enough; preparation for the next 
negotiation having already started.

Discussions are ongoing between the union and the 
government for an eventual reform of the negotiation 
system. We do not know yet the results of these 
efforts, but we have, for the time being, to abide by 
the existing rules and then, we will be able to see the 
true face of this government.

The first discussions with the government will be to 
settle the number of union liberations allocated to the 
Negotiating Committee for the preparation and the 
negotiation of our new collective agreement.

Regardless of what happens, we will have to elect, on 
March 9, 2009, the next PCSA Negotiating Committee. 
Four individuals from four categories will be called 
upon to form this committee: one from Category 1 
(nursing care and cardio-respiratory personnel), one 
from Category 2 (para-technical, auxiliary services and 
trades), one from Category 3 (office, technicians, and 

admi-
nistration personnel) 
and one from Category 4 (technicians and 
health and social services professionals).

The first mandate of this Committee will be to orga-
nize the Conference on the draft collective agreement. 
To do so, they will prepare a survey/questionnaire; this 
document will be sent to all the PCSA members so 
that they may give their opinion on the demands that 
will be made at the next negotiation. The Committee 2009 Event Calendar

General Council
Room 2000C, Centre des congrès de Québec
March 9

SCFP-Québec Convention
Centre des congrès de Québec
March 10 to 13 

Health and Safety day
Hôtel Sheraton de Laval
May 19 

Insurance day
Hôtel Sheraton de Laval
May 20 

General Council
Hôtel Sheraton de Laval
May 21 and 22

Conference on the draft  
collective agreement
Auberge Universel de Montréal
September 21-22-23 

General Council
Auberge Universel de Montréal
 September 24 and 25 

CUPE Convention
Palais des congrès de Montréal
October 5 to 9

General Council
Hôtel Loews Le Concorde de Québec
December 2-3 

a word 
from the 
PreSIdeNt

by Pierre Soucy

I certainly hope that 2009 
started well for all of you, 
and I would like to wish 
all members of the PCSA 
team, health, happiness 
and success. Talking about 
success, negotiations with 
the government will start 
shortly. We are awaiting 
an answer with regards to 
the PCSA union liberation 
requests. We anticipate an 

early reply that would indicate a serious commit-
ment for the next negotiations. I wish ourselves 
the best success ever!

In closing, I would like to thank Locals who par-
ticipated to the financial campaign to support 
Emergency Personnel. $21,625.00 has been collec-
ted. One third was donated by Social Affairs Locals. 
I thank you on their behalf and we all hope that 
they will settle their collective agreement in 2009.

DEADLINE: MARCH 31, 2010 
Is a real negotiation 
possible ?
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by Michel Jolin

What’s in store for 2009? 
honestly, i think it Will Be 
very interesting But also 
very Busy.

The year starts with the election of the members 
of the Negotiating Committee. A very important 
moment because the Committee members will 
be our voice when dealing with government 
representatives. 2009 will also be a busy year for 
union authorities: the CUPE Quebec convention, 
the CUPE National Convention, the Conference on 

the draft collective agreement, two PCSA theme 
days (a day devoted to health and safety and one 
to insurance plans), and of course the usual general 
council meetings.

As you can see, many decisions will have to be taken 
in 2009, and you will be called upon to state your 
opinion on various issues and files. Your participa-
tion to general assemblies is essential; you are the 
power propelling your union. On this note, I wish 
you all health and happiness in 2009!

a word from our Secretary General

wheN teChNoLoGY 
rePLaCeS hUmaN 
beINGS… SeNSeLeSSLY !

by Guy Jolicoeur

every day, We hear aBout 

technological advances that are 

so revolutionary that they can 

replace huMan Beings. But, do you 

knoW What is happening in the 

health care and social services 

sector? 
The results are not that credible. Let’s take for 
example the evaluations carried out by CLSC social 
resources working with senior citizens who are no 
longer self-sufficient: these social workers would 
meet with their clients and their families in their 
home in the morning and would finalize their 
evaluation in terms of hours/care per day. Less 
than 2.5 hours* of care per day, services would 
be provided at home; more than 2.5 hours, they 
would consider placement in a facility.

Now it has changed. Quebec has made the use of the 
software ISO-SMAF mandatory for the evaluations 
of needs of clients who are no longer self-sufficient. 
Montreal, the last region not using this software, 
had no choice but to go along, otherwise they would 
be penalized financially. The software itself is not 
being blamed here, but rather constraints resulting 
from its use: filling the form is time-consuming 
and social workers must therefore prioritize the 
evaluation of one client in the morning in order to 
be able to finish it on time.

So, what are social workers doing? They rely on 
verbal reports from other staff members providing 
services to these clients, like family and social aides, 
occupational therapists, nurses, etc. – with all the 
risks associated to an oversight because the eva-
luation is concise. The ISO-SMAF evaluations must 
be received on time for CSSS to benefit from the 
necessary funds to provide the services. Hence, it is 
a race against time at the end of each fiscal period 
for social resources to give their evaluations even 
if the client situation has somewhat changed since.

Utmost irony: the software that Quebec is forcing 
CSSS to use is not even operational at the Ministry 
of Health Care and Social Services in Quebec, where 
they are supposed to convert the data from ISO-
SMAF forms into hours/care. It is a case of the biter 
being bit! Difficult to believe that Quebec has not 
provided anything in its budgets to be able to get 
this important software itself. 

In short, we cannot but be surprised of the decision 
made by the bureaucrats to favour uniformity and 
lower the quality when social resources must be 
satisfied with one visit per day – when they can – 
and with second-hand statements to properly eva-
luate the needs of a vulnerable clientele. Technology 
here is not involved in the decision because it is 
human beings that are essential.

*  Recently hours have been somewhat increased from 2,5 to 
3 hours in Centres d’accueil. 

by Michel Jolin

at the last pcsa general council 

Meeting held in quéBec city, various 

issues and topics Were discussed 

and dealt With, priMarily:
At the last PCSA General Council meeting held in 
Québec City, various issues and topics were dis-
cussed and dealt with, primarily:

Me. Ronald Cloutier, Union Advisor in the Legal 
Department at CUPE, made a presentation. He 
explained the status of Law 30 and Law 142 being 
challenged. The government’s appeal of the deci-
sion on Law 30, rendered by the Superior Court, 
will be heard in April 2009. The dispute on the 
interpretation of Law 142 will be heard in 2009.

Ms. Lise Simard, Advisor in the Job Evaluation 
Department at CUPE, talked to us about maintai-
ning pay equity and internal equity. Maintaining pay 
equity consists in ensuring that changes made to 
jobs, salaries and benefits with a financial impact 
do not create new salary gaps between male and 
female categories of the Pay Equity Program. As 
for internal equity, it will be an important issue in 
the next round of negotiations.

Alain Tessier, Coordinator for the Social Affairs, 
summarized for the delegates the discussions 
between the unions and the government on the 
negotiation system reform for the public and para-
public sector. At these meetings, the parties involved 
are trying to agree on various issues to improve the 
negotiation process. Let’s mention a few:

n  Negotiation levels (intersectorial, sectorial, and 
local)

n  Issues/topics to be discussed at each level
n  Delays/deadlines for different steps
n  Mediation
n  Arbitration
n  Right to strike

It is too early to say that there will be a new nego-
tiation system, but discussions are in progress.

The Insurance Committee advised us that our new 
group insurance program is effective January 1st, 
2009, and here’s the good news, premiums went 
down:

n  Basic health insurance - 4.5%

n  Additional health insurance (optional plan) - 8.5%

n  Dental insurance (optional plan) - 8.7%

Additionally, effective January 1st, 2009, we only 
have to pay our portion of the cost when filling a 
prescription at the drug store.

Other committees also tabled a report:

n  Committee responsible for the organization of 
the fight against PPPs (COOPPP)

n  Committee representing Category 1 personnel

n  Committee representing Category 2 personnel

n  Committee representing Category 3 personnel

n  Committee representing Category 4 personnel

n  Committee on Health and Safety

n  Committee representing Youth

n  Committee representing Women Status

Executive Board members also summarized the 
discussions held last September in Gatineau, 
during a seminar under the theme The Union 
Movement: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow. An 
action plan is being developed focusing on three 
main objectives:

n  Reform of our negotiation system

n  Next negotiation

n  Continuity in the health and social services 
network

The first phase of this action plan will be the ana-
lysis of the format and the content of our general 
assemblies to determine why participation is low.

Michel Poirier, CUPE Director for Québec, talked 
about the non-raiding memorandum of understan-
ding between CSN and FTQ.

PCSA, I believe in it, and I care!

Synopsis of the General 
Council meeting held on 
december 10 and 11, 2008

will also have to seek advice from various PCSA 
Committees in order to benefit from the exper-
tise of these elected members who sit on these 
committees.

The Committee will study the surveys and will 
prepare a list of propositions that will be tabled 
at the conference and voted on by delegates 
attending.

A final document listing all our demands will be 
developed by the Negotiation Committee and 

given to the government in October 2009.

After, well, it will depend on how long the 
government takes to react and gets going with 
the negotiation to reach an agreement and a 
new collective agreement. This agreement will 
be presented to the PCSA members so that they 
can vote to accept or reject it.

It would be nice if it would be so simple. We will 
need all your cooperation. Be ready, be mobilized 
and be convinced of our importance.

real negociation / ContinuEd from PAGE 1
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by Guy Jolicoeur

With the approaching retireMent 

of louise valiquette, the revieW has 

deeMed appropriate to contact tWo 

colleagues Who Worked By her side 

throughout her career that span 

over 25 years. 

Louise was President of her Union at Hôpital Saint-
Laurent, PCSA President, Union Advisor and finally 
Assistant Director at CUPE Quebec. As she steps 
down, she leaves behind an impressive legacy of 
union activism and militancy. We are sharing with 
you some of the comments made by her colleagues.

« Louise is a pearl. She is determined, always calm 
and collected, witty, eloquent and always in a brilliant 
form, said without hesitation Lisette Dubé, a col-
league and one of her best friends. She very rarely 

raised her voice; she was able to get everybody’s 
attention. »

« She was the first one to bring her union to CUPE 
in the 80’s, commented Francine Barrette, Advisor 
at CUPE. We were both union officers and mem-
bers of the Syndicat des emloyé-es des Hôpitaux 
de Montréal. You probably remember the split-up 
within CSN and some hospitals left. Literally, Louise 
showed us the path to follow. »

« Team work is one of her strong points. She has a 
special talent, she is able to develop people’s skills, 
make them more independent, make them reach 
new heights». Louise would say: « Get involved in a 
committee, Francine added, even if you do not have 
any experience, you will learn. Louise is a woman who 
had a vision, she would not lose any time making a 
decision because she always had carefully thought 
out the issue. My only regret is to see her go. »

All the PCSA team and associated locals are united 
today to wish Louise a good retirement; she certainly 
deserves it!

Union inVolVeMent 
in HumAn 
rESourCES 
dEVELoPmEnt 
PLAnS

by Karine Rainville

alMost all local agreeMents 

for pcsa MeMBers are noW 

signed. nearly all the locals 

have reneWed the provisions 

of forMer article 36 covering 

huMan resources developMent. 

hoWever, even if We are all 

faMiliar With the provisions,  

We Must reMain vigilant. 
Actually, this article requires our employers to 
seek the opinion of our Locals and to obtain their 
approval when developing and implementing 
a training plan. Several employers within the 
network are willingly forgetting to do so 

The importance of union involvement in human 
resources development plans is unquestionable. 
Not only is it a rare opportunity to influence the 
decisions of the employers concerning investment 
in substantial budgets, but it is also an opportu-
nity to demonstrate to human resources mana-
gers that it is us, nurses, attendants, educators, 
office workers and their elected representatives 
who know better than anyone else the training 
needs of the thousands of members that we 
represent.

Training plans cannot just be presented to us 
as «done deals». Training requirements are 
felt where the action takes place, and not in 
the office of human resources managers. Let’s 
demand a stronger union involvement.
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at the pcsa convention last June, 

elections Were held to appoint 

MeMBers to this coMMittee. the 

folloWing MeMBers Were elected: 

Mélanie Bergeron, local 5436 and 

siMon Beaulieu, local 3247. the 

person responsiBle for policies and 

directly linked to this coMMittee 

is nathalie olivier and the advisor, 

Mikaylou taMBoura. the youth 

coMMittee Met in septeMBer 2008 

With a vieW to define the oBJectives 

and the role of said coMMittee.
Following meetings and exchanges with members and 
delegates, we have defined our role which consists 
in maximizing participation and fostering integration 
of workers between the age of 18 and 35 within 
PCSA. The Committee’s objectives are as follows:

n  Bring up issues appealing to young workers but 
affecting all members

n  Incite Locals to invite younger workers to get 
involved in workshops

n  Implement a coaching system within PCSA

n  Become a support mechanism for Locals

Why a Youth Committee ?
As you know, several members will soon retire and 
it is getting more and more difficult to integrate 
the succession. We will need it to take over and to 
follow in the tracks of our predecessors to ensure 
continuity after our most involved and most expe-
rienced members are no longer available.

Why this age group (18-35) ?
When we refer to youth, we refer to those entering 
the job market. Generally, they are between 20 and 
30 years of age.

is the Youth Committee 
only for young workers ?
CERTAINLY NOT! It was implemented to integrate 
young workers and facilitate their participation, 
but in order to do so, we also need the help of 
seasoned workers. So, occasionally all members 
will be invited to join in.

The Committee has already come up with means 
to be more visible and keep people informed. We 
now have a link on the PCSA portal for the Youth 
Committee page. On this page will be displayed the 
reports of the Committee. It will also be possible 
to look at short Vox-pop videos filmed during 
each event. Pictures taken at these events will be 
displayed as well.

Last December, at the General Council meeting, we 
have invited members to a «Happy Hour» to start a 
dialogue between delegates. During this event, the 
Committee introduced a Vox Pop and this cool idea 
was greeted with enthusiasm since several people 
were willing to participate. Well, we have good stuff 
for you to see! Soon, on the PCSA portal, follow 
the link to the Youth Committee.

We have an email address also; you can use it for 
blogs, comments, suggestions and questions. The 
address is: 
comitejeunessecpas@hotmail.com

PCSa YoUth CommIttee
by the Committee members: Mélanie Bergeron, local 5436, Simon Beaulieu, local 3247,  
Nathalie Olivier, responsible and Mikaylou Tamboura, advisor

Louise Valiquette,  
a woman of her word !

Simon Beaulieu and Mélanie Bergeron

mailto:comitejeunessecpas%40hotmail.com?subject=
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by Francine Barrette

In June 2003 the collective agreement for Medical 
Emergency Personnel (RMU) working for Urgences-
Santé Corporation in Montreal is no longer in effect. 
Negotiations for the social affairs sector are in pro-
gress, and Local 3642, as it has done in the past, 
is awaiting the end of this negotiation in order to 
start its own; it is now December 2005. Taking into 
account that the government has changed the rules 
and now issues to be negotiated will be divided, 
the Negotiating Committee must start again all the 
work it has done in order to reorganize its plan and 
to adapt it to the new reality. The FTQ agreement 
is then integrated, parties for the collective agree-
ment appointed and what has to be negotiated are 
the 26 local issues. Since April 2007, more than 40 
negotiation sessions have taken place between the 
parties. A memorandum of understanding on nor-
mative clauses was entered into in February 2008. 
At the time, taking into consideration the willingness 
of both parties to settle the financial aspect with the 
best possible delays and the fact that the spokes-
person was leaving on vacation outside the country, 
Urgences Santé Corporation appointed a new spokes-
person and since then nothing has evolved. 

Now let’s have a look at what the dispute is all about!

Initial demands by the Union 
n  Salary adjustment allowing to have pay parity 

with the PARA’s of the City of Montreal (911 
emergency personnel) by applying a 2% increase 
from 2006 as provided in the government bud-
get. RMUs earn presently 32% less than them 
and doing comparable work. 

n  Increase the team leader existing premium by 
$0.50 per hour to have parity with Urgences 
Santé dispatchers and that this premium be 
considered for RREGOP.

n  Increase premiums for trainers, reviewers and 
instructors.

n  Introduce a multilingual premium because they 
are the only ones in the province who must be 
bilingual, a requirement to be hired.

n  Add 15 minutes to meals paid to have parity 
with dispatchers.

The union has also asked the employer to start 
working on pay equity.

When the discussions started, the employer kept 
saying no to all salary adjustments because RMUs 
cannot be compared with municipal employees 
(according to him they are overly paid) and addi-
tionally, he refused even to give them the salary 
applicable to certified nursing assistants working 
for the network even though they had this salary 
before. He reiterated that he must respect the public 
sector 12.6% salary structure. This is when the 
union proved to the employer that he could easily 
give a substantial salary increase while respecting the 
financial structure of the Treasury Board. Moreover, 
the union emphasized the fact that it was open to a 
settlement approach based on applying and maintai-
ning pay equity with CNAs in the network (rank 12) 
followed by a job evaluation and arbitration (union 
feels that the RMU job title would be at 14).

A ping-pong game ensued between Urgences-santé 
Corporation, the Health Care and Social Affairs 
Ministry and the Treasury Board. Nobody has the 
power to settle the issue and it is impossible to find 
out who can. Only one thing is clear, the employer 
position at the negotiation table:

n  0%, 0%, 2%,2%, 2%, 2% of public sector 
without any possible room within the 12,6% 
balance of the budget structure.

n  Application of the pay equity law. No other eva-
luation is possible on theoretical bases; according 
to them, this job title must remain at rank 10 
even if they are losing parity with network CNAs.

n  Integration of the current team leader premium 
without an increase.

n  Refusal to create a multilingual premium.

n  Refusal to compare the job with other provinces 
or to Montreal’s PARAs (in spite of declarations 
made by the Prime Minister Charest following 
the signature of the inter-provincial agreement 
on manpower mobility).

n  Willingness to reduce the number of echelons for 
the job title or allow a quick progression in the 
echelons (there are 10).

n  Remains silent and deaf to our demands:
15 minutes per meal, premiums for trainers, 
reviewers and instructors.

n  During this period, RMSet up an internet site 
and emails sent (petition) to the minister.

n  Video created explaining their work.

n  Massive application for a job with the City of 
Montreal.

n  Trainers, instructors and reviewers resigned in 
bulk.

n  Two days of strike (providing 85% of essential 
services).

n  Distribution of pamphlets to the population.

n  Manifestation in front of the office of the 
ministry.

n  Ads in Journal de Montreal and Le Devoir.

n  Tailgating the prime minister and minister 
Bolduc with a truck displaying RMU’s demands 
during the week before the provincial electoral 
campaign.

n  Stickers «CUPE on strike» placed in Urgences-
Santé locals; those involved were suspended for 
a day.

n  Issues explained to various FTQ authorities.

n  Complain registered with the Pay Equity 
Commission because the work has not yet star-
ted.

CUPE National is providing financial support with a 
campaign to share costs. PCSA is exempting them 
from paying their per capita contributions and is 
granting them a loan without interest, and a fund-
raising campaign is currently ongoing directed at 
CUPE Locals in order to help them continue their 
fight.

CUPE’s Executives as well as the FTQ President are 
multiplying their interventions with government 
authorities in an attempt to solve the issue but to 
date it is still not settled. 

Remember, there are less than 50 RMUs, and 
this would certainly explain why the govern-
ment is convinced that it will be bankrupted if 
it adjusts their salary….  

For CUPE and FTQ, these 50 individuals deserve to 
be treated fairly and objectively. This is why they are 
supporting them and will continue to support them 
so that they can settle. We thank those who have 
signed the petition and contributed financially and 
incite those who have not done so yet to consider 
doing it.

Site where to send emails (petition) 
www.appuyonslesrmu.com 

To contribute, please send your donations to CUPE 
Quebec and make your cheque to the order of SCFP-
Quebec : appui au RMU.

SO.   SO.   SO.    SOLIDARITY

nEGotiAtion : A mYtH not A rEALitY
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